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We derive a general center manifolds theory for a class of compact invariant sets
of flows generated by a smooth vector field in Rn. By applying the Hadamard graph
transform technique, it is shown that, associated to a natural dynamical characteristic
of the linearized flow along the invariant set, there exists an invariant manifold (called
a center manifold ) of the invariant set which contains every locally bounded solution
(in particular, contains the invariant set) and is persistent under small perturba-
tions.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the following ordinary differential equation
z$= f (z), z # Rn, (1)
where f is C r for r3.
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If Y is a normally hyperbolic invariant manifold of (1), then the theory
of normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds [10, 16, 21, 25] assures that not
only will Y persist under a C1 perturbation, but the hyperbolic structure of
Y (stable and unstable manifolds and their invariant foliations) will also be
preserved.
Center manifolds theory deals with the case when an invariant set
becomes non-hyperbolic. As the persistence of such set is generally not
expected, a fundamental problem in this context is to find a smooth, nor-
mally hyperbolic, invariant manifold, called a center manifold, containing
the invariant set with the smallest possible dimension. The classical center
manifolds theory was initiated by Pliss [23] and Kelley [19] for a non-
hyperbolic equilibrium z0 of (1). It says that there exists a center manifold
in a neighborhood of z0 which is tangent to the generalized eigenspace of
Jf (z0) associated to the non-hyperbolic eigenvalues (i.e. those having zero
real parts). A comprehensive and complete version of the classical center
manifolds theorem was later given in [30] and [32]. The theory has found
a tremendous amount of applications in problems of bifurcation, stability,
and perturbation etc., and it has been generalized to maps (include periodic
orbits of a flow as a special case) and infinite dimensional dynamical
systems. For further references on the development and applications of the
classical center manifolds theory, we refer the readers to [1, 2, 3, 7, 13,
15, 24, 31].
For higher dimensional invariant sets, it was known that center
manifolds exist for an invariant manifold consisting of equilibria (see
[11, 18, 20]), for an invariant torus having special structures (see [4, 8]),
for skew-product flows (see [9]), and for any small piece of trajectory of
maps or flows (see [16, 29]). Recently, motivated by global bifurcation
problems, Homburg [17] and Sandstede [27] have succeeded in construc-
ting center manifolds for certain homoclinic orbits. In [6], the authors
derived a center manifolds theorem for any smooth, compact invariant
manifold of flows, which generalized both the classical center manifolds
theorem and the persistence theorem for normally hyperbolic invariant
manifolds.
In this paper, continuing our previous work [6] on smooth invariant
manifolds, we shall prove a parallel center manifolds theorem for the case
of general compact invariant sets.
As in [6], a modification of the vector field is unavoidable in construct-
ing such a center manifold. This creates essential difficulties as the modified
vector field is no longer C 1 close to the original one. Of importance is the
behavior of the Jacobian of the unit normal vectors to the boundary of a
neighborhood of the invariant set Y. If Y is a smooth invariant manifold,
a tubular neighborhood of Y then provides the properties on the unit nor-
mal vectors which enable the construction of a center manifold. Concerning
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general invariant sets, as tubular neighborhoods do not exist, one must
impose conditions on the existence of certain neighborhoods of Y so that
a fairly low dimensional center manifold can be constructed. We identify a
class of invariant sets, called admissible ones (see Definition 2), and show
the existence of center manifolds for these sets. The class of admissible
invariant sets is fairly large. It includes Lipschitz manifolds, smooth
manifolds with corners (such as homoclinic orbits and heteroclinic cycles),
unions of compact manifolds with different dimensions, etc.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the concept
of generalized tangent bundles for a subset of Rn and show how to use
them to construct submanifolds containing the set. The center manifolds
theorem is stated in Section 3 followed by a corollary in term of the
SackerSell spectral theory. In Section 4, to set up the problem into the
framework in which the graph transform applies, we first construct an
approximate center-unstable manifold and a bundle structure of its
neighborhood. The modification of the vector field is then made and the
relevant properties are studied. In Section 5, we define the graph transform
and outline the proofs of our main results. Applications of our theory
to various perturbation and bifurcation problems will be discussed in
Section 6.
This paper is dedicated to Professor Jack K. Hale on the occasion of his
70th birthday. The authors would like to thank Jack for his great inspira-
tions and supports on their academic careers.
The work is completed while the second and the third authors were visit-
ing the National University of Singapore.
2. GENERALIZED TANGENT BUNDLE OF SUBSETS OF RN
We shall apply the graph transform technique [12] to show the exist-
ence of a center-unstable manifold. The existence of a center-stable
manifold can be obtained similarly after reversing time, and the intersection
of the center-stable and the center-unstable manifolds in a neighborhood of
Y gives a desired center manifold. To show the existence of a center-
unstable manifold, a primary step is the construction of an approximate
center-unstable manifold by taking both topological and dynamical natures
of Y into considerations. The topological issue concerns the construction of
a smooth submanifold of Rn which contains Y, while the dynamical issue
concerns the dynamical behaviors of the linearization along Y. We study
the topological issue in this section.
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Definition 1. Let Y be a connected and compact subset of Rn.
(a) Given y # Y. A subspace V( y) of TyRn is called a generalized
tangent space of Y at y if, for y1 , y2 # Y and y1{ y2 ,
d \ y2& y1| y2& y1 | , V( y)+ 0 as ( y2 , y1)  ( y, y), (2)
where d denotes the Euclidean distance from a point to a subspace.
(b) A continuous subbundle V(Y )=[V( y)/TyRn; y # Y] of the
tangent bundle TY Rn of Rn over Y is called a generalized tangent bundle
(GTB) of Y if, for each y # Y, V( y) is a generalized tangent space of Y at y.
The introduction of the above concepts is motivated by the following
simple observation: if M is a smooth submanifold of Rn containing Y, then
TY M is a GTB of Y. Thus, to construct a smooth submanifold of Rn con-
taining Y, it is necessary to have a GTB of Y to begin with. Conversely,
as shown in Proposition 1 below, if V(Y ) is a GTB of Y, then there exists
a submanifold M of Rn containing Y such that TYM=V(Y ).
Remark 1. (a) For a given subset Y of Rn, there exists a GTB of the
least dimension, whereas the GTBs realizing the smallest dimension need
not be unique. However, if Y itself is a smooth submanifold of Rn, then the
tangent bundle TY of Y is the unique GTB with the least dimension.
(b) Suppose Y admits cusp singularities. Although the tangent bundle
over regular points of Y might be continuously extended to the
singularities, the convergence property (2) excludes it as a GTB. In other
word, for such a set, the dimension of a GTB must be bigger than the
dimension of the tangent bundle over its regular part.
(c) Any continuous subbundle of TY Rn containing a GTB of Y is
necessarily a GTB of Y.
To construct a submanifold of Rn containing a given subset Y of Rn, we
first describe a local result, as a geometric interpretation of the Whitney’s
Extension Theorem [33].
Lemma 1. For a given compact set K/Rm, let h: K  R be a continuous
function and Y :=[(x, h(x)); x # K] denote the graph of f over K. Suppose
that V(Y )=[V( y) : y # Y] is a GTB of Y with the fiber dimension
dim V( y)=m such that |(n( y), n0) |* for all y # Y, where *>0 is a con-
stant, n( y) is the upward unit normal vector to V( y) and n0=(0, 0, ..., 0, 1) #
Rm+1. Then there exists an open neighborhood U of K in Rm and a C 1
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function H defined on U such that H|K=h, and, for each y # Y, V( y) is the
tangent space of the graph of H at y. In other word, h admits a C1 extension
in U.
Proof. Since |(n( y), n0) |*>0, there exist :1( y), :2( y), ..., :m( y) such
that V( y) is spanned by
v1( y)=(1, 0, ..., 0, :1( y)), ..., vm( y)=(0, ..., 0, 1, :m( y)).
Therefore n( y)= 12(&:1( y), ..., &:m( y), 1), where 2=- 1+:21( y)+ } } } :2m( y)
clearly satisfies |2|*&1.
In order to apply the Whitney’s Extension Theorem, we need to show
that h is of class C1 in K in the sense of Whitney; that is, there exist con-
tinuous functions li on K for i=1, 2, ..., m such that, for any x=(x1 , ...,
xm) # K and x$=(x$1 , , x$m) # K, if
h(x$)=h(x)+ :
m
i=1
li (x)(x$i&xi)+R(x$, x),
then the reminder R satisfies the following property: For any =>0 small
and x # K, there exists $>0 such that whenever xi # K and |x i&x|$,
i=1, 2, then |R(x2, x1)|= |x2&x1|.
Define li (x)=:i ( y) where y=(x, h(x)). Then,
R(x2, x1)=h(x2)&h(x1)& :
m
i=1
:i ( y)(x2i &x
1
i ).
Since V(Y ) is a GTB, for any =>0, there exists a $>0 such that if |xi&x|
$, i=1, 2, then
|( (x2&x1, h(x2)&h(x1)), n( y)) |=( |x2&x1|+|h(x2)&h(x1)| ).
This implies that
}h(x2)&h(x1)& :
m
i=1
:i ( y)(x2i &x
1
i ) }=2( |x2&x1|+|h(x2)&h(x1)| )
=(2+22) |x2&x1|+=2 } h(x2)&h(x1)& :
m
i=1
:i ( y)(x2i &x
1
i )} ,
and hence
|R(x2, x1)|=|h(x2)&h(x1)& :
m
i=1
:i ( y)(x2i &x
1
i )|
2+22
1&=2
= |x2&x1|,
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i.e., the reminder R satisfies the desired property. Therefore, h: K  R is of
class C1 in the sense of Whitney. The lemma immediately follows from the
Whitney’s Extension Theorem (Theorem I in [33]). K
To accomplish the global construction, we utilize the standard technique
of Partition of Unity to ‘glue’ the local ones together.
Proposition 1. Let Y be a connected compact subset of Rn and let
V(Y ) be a GTB of Y. Then there exists a C 1 manifold M(Y ) such that
(i) Y/M(Y ), and (ii) TY M(Y )=V(Y ).
Proof. We proceed in two steps.
Step 1. We first show that, for any y0 # Y, there exist a neighborhood
N( y0) of y0 and a C1 manifold M( y0) such that Y & N( y0)/M( y0) and
TyM( y0)=V( y) for all y # Y & M( y0).
By choosing an appropriate local coordinates system, we may assume
without loss of generality that y0=0, V( y0)=Rl and V=( y0)=Rn&l,
where V= is a complement of V in TYRn. Hence, there exists a neigh-
borhood N( y0) of y0 such that for any x # N( y0), x=( p, q) for some
p # V( y0) and q # V=( y0). Define the projection Py0 : Y & N( y0)  V( y0) by
Py0(x)= p. We claim that Py0 is injective if N( y0) is sufficiently small. To
see this, let yi=( pi , qi) # Y & N( y0), i=1, 2. If p2= p1 , then
d \ y2 &y1|y2 &y1 | , V(y0)+=d \
(0, q2 &q1)
|q2 &q1 |
, V(y0)+=1,
a contradiction to the fact that V is a GTB.
Now let K=Py0 (Y & N( y0)) and define h : K  V
=( y0) by h( p)= y if
Py0( y)= p. By applying Lemma 1 to each component of h, we obtain a
smooth extension of h whose graph M( y0) satisfies the desired properties
(i) and (ii).
Step 2. We now construct a global manifold M(Y ) from the family of
local manifolds M( y) obtained in Step 1.
The observation is that if two graphs overlap on a common domain of
Y, then the two generating functions of the graphs, together with their par-
tial derivatives, will agree on the same domain, so does any convex inter-
polation of these two functions. We show this in details below.
Let M( y0)=graph(Hy0), y0 # Y, be the smooth manifolds obtained in
Step 1 of dimension m0 . Since TyM( y0)=V( y) for all y # M( y0) & Y, we
may assume that the Lipschitz constant of Hy0 is small by shrinking the
domain of Hy0 if necessary. Furthermore, since V( y) depends continuously
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on y, we may also assume that, for any y$ and y" in Y, if M( y$) & M( y"){
<, then M( y$) is also a graph of a function from Py"M( y$)/V( y") to
V=( y"). For simplicity, we still use Hy$ to denote this function.
Since Y is compact, there exist y1 , ..., yl # Y such that Y/ li=1 M( yi).
Assume that Y/%  li=1 M( y i)"M( yj) for any j=1, 2, ..., l. We denote Bi as
the domains of Hyi respectively.
We shall glue M( yi), i=1, 2, ..., l, together inductively from y1 to yl .
Starting from y1 to y2 , there are two cases.
Case 1. M( y1) & M( y2)=<. In this case, we do nothing.
Case 2. M( y1) & M( y2){<. Let B=Py2 M( y1) & M( y2)/V( y2)
and, as remarked above, denote Hy1 as the function on B whose graph is
M( y1). Choose an open set B /B such that cl(B )/B, B & Py2 M( y1)=% <
and Y/ li=2 M( yi) _ M( y1)|B .
By Uryson’s lemma, there exists a C r cut-off function / on V( y2) such
that 0/1, /( p)=1 for p # B and /( p)=0 for p  B.
Define H12=/Hy1+(1&/) Hy2 on B _ B2 /V( y2), then H12 is of class C
1.
For any p # B & Py2 Y, say p=Py2 y for some y # Y, we have Hy1( p)=
Hy2( p)= y, and hence, H12( p)= y. Moreover,
DH12( p)=D/( p) Hy1( p)+/( p) DHy1( p)
&D/( p) Hy2( p)+(1&/( p)) DHy2( p).
Since DHy1( p)=DHy2( p), we have
DH12( p)=/( p) DHy1( p)+(1&/( p)) DHy2( p)=DHy1( p).
Thus, graph(H12) satisfies the properties (i) and (ii) locally and coincides
with M( y1) and M( y2) on the corresponding portion of Y. We denote this
graph by M12 .
Next, consider y3 . By the way that M12 is constructed, if M12 &
M( y3){<, then it is a graph of a function on Py3(M12 & M( y3))/V( y3).
We can then apply the same argument to obtain a manifold, say M123 ,
which coincides with M12 and My3 on the corresponding portion of Y.
Continuing this process, we gradually reduce the number of overlapped
pieces and finally obtain a global C$ manifold containing Y with the
desired properties (i) and (ii). K
Due to the presence of nontrivial center directions, the construction of a
center manifold requires a modification of the vector field in the comple-
ment of a neighborhood of the invariant set Y. To be able to control the
behavior of such a modified vector field, certain geometric restrictions to Y
need to be made so that its neighborhoods can be properly behaved. This
motivates the following definition.
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Definition 2. Let f be a vector field on Rn and let Y be a connected
compact invariant subset of Rn. The set Y is said to be admissible if there
exist positive constants C1 , C2 and C3 such that, for any =>0, one can find
a smooth neighborhood N of Y on which the following holds for all z # N:
(i) C1=d(z, Y )=;
(ii) |( f (z), v(z)) |C2= where v(z) is a unit normal vector to N at
z # N;
(iii) In a neighborhood U of z, if N & U is the graph of a function
, : TzN  T=z N, then |u
Hess(,)(z) u|C3 =&1 for any unit vector
u # TzN.
Remark 2. (a) The function , above is unique up to an orthogonal
change of variables on TzN and thus the property (iii) is independent of
choice of ,.
(b) The admissible class includes most typical compact invariant sets
of flows, for example, homoclinic loops and heteroclinic cycles with cor-
ners. In fact, if Y/Rn and if there exists a neighborhood U of Y and a dif-
feomorphism , : U  Rn such that ,(Y ) is a union of polyhedrons of
possible different dimensions, then Y is admissible for any vector field
which leaves Y invariant.
3. STATEMENTS OF MAIN RESULTS
Let Y be an invariant set of (1) and let y } t denote the flow on Y for
y # Y and t # R. The linearization of (1) along y } t reads
z$=A( y } t) z, (3)
where A( y)=Jf ( y) is the Jacobian matrix of f at y # Y. Denote 8( y, t) as
the principal matrix solution of (3). We make the following hypotheses:
(H1) System (3) admits a continuous invariant splitting of TY Rn:
TYRn=Vs(Y )Vc(Y )Vu(Y ),
i.e., Vi(Y )= _ [Vi ( y)/TyRn: y # Y] and 8( y, t) Vi ( y)=Vi ( y } t), i=s, c, u,
for all t # R, y # Y.
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(H2) Vc(Y ) is a GTB of Y.
(H3) There exist constants :, ;, K and a positive integer d with :<0,
0;< 1d , dr, K>0, such that for all y # Y,
&8s( y, t)&Ke:t, t0; &8s( y, t)&;Km(8c( y, t)), t0;
&8u( y, t)&Ke&:t, t0; &8u( y, t)&;Km(8c( y, t)), t0;
where, 8i ( y, t)=8( y, t) Pi ( y), Pi ( y) is the projections of Rn to Vi ( y) for
i=s, c, u, respectively, and, for a linear operator L, &L& stands for the
operator norm of L and m(L)=min[ |Lz| : |z|=1] denotes the co-norm.
Definition 3. (a) A submanifold M of Rn with boundary M is
called locally invariant under (1) if, for any point p # M"M, there exists an
=>0 such that z(t, p) # M for t # (&=, =), where z(t, p) is the solution of (1)
with z(0, p)= p.
(b) Let f be a C r vector field on Rn, a locally invariant Ck (kr)
manifold M of f is said to be Ck persistent if there exists a neighborhood
U( f ) in the space of Ck vector fields, such that for any g # U( f ), there
exists a locally invariant Ck manifold M(g) (not necessarily unique) of g
which is Ck close to M in the Hausdorff distance.
Our main result states as follows.
Theorem 1. Assume that (H1), (H2) and (H3) hold for an admissible set
Y of (1). Then there exists a submanifold Mc(Y ) of Rn with the following
properties:
(i) Mc(Y ) is Cd and locally invariant;
(ii) TyMc(Y )=Vc( y) for all y # Y;
(iii) Mc(Y ) is Cd persistent;
(iv) There exists a neighborhood N(Y ) of Y such that all solutions
contained entirely in N(Y ) are also contained in Mc(Y ). In particular,
Y/Mc(Y ).
We refer to a manifold satisfying the above properties (i)(iv) as a Cd
center manifold of Y.
Remark 3. (a) As in the classical center manifolds case [5], center
manifolds of a compact invariant set are not unique in general.
(b) If Y is smooth and Vc(Y )=TY, then Y must be normally hyper-
bolic and thus, Theorem 1 generalizes the result of normally hyperbolic
invariant manifolds.
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(c) The above result not only extends our previous result [6] to the
non-smooth cases, but also it improves our previous result even for the
smooth case alone, in the sense that an arbitrary constant K is allowed in
the above exponential rate condition (H3) while in [6] only K=1 was
allowed.
The applications of the theorem depend on a careful choice of a linear
invariant splitting. A basic strategy would be to first choose a smallest
possible Vc(Y ) in (H1) then try to verify (H2) and (H3).
A natural (but not necessarily optimal) linear invariant splitting satisfy-
ing (H1)(H3) above can be obtained from the well known SackerSell
[26] spectral theory of exponential dichotomy (see also [28]).
Let Y be an admissible invariant set of (1) and 7(Y )=[a1 , b1] _
} } } _ [ak , bk] be its SackerSell spectrum, where kn and a1b1<
a2b2< } } } <akbk . For 1ik, let Vi=Vi (Y ) denote the invariant
subbundle (called the spectral subbundle associated to the spectral interval
[ai , bi]) of TYRn. Then
TY Rn=V1(Y ) } } } Vk(Y ).
Consider also, for i j, the union of spectral intervals of form 7i, j=
 jp=i [ap , bp] and denote the corresponding spectral subbundle by
Vi, j=Vi  } } } Vj . Let
i0=max[i : Vi, k is a GTB], j0=min[j : V1, j is a GTB].
Then, Vi0, j0 is the smallest spectral subbundle which remains as a GTB of
Y. Clearly, i0 and j0 are uniquely defined. We refer to 7c=7i0, j0 , Vc=Vi0, j0
as the generalized center spectrum and the generalized center subbundle of
Y, respectively. To unify the notation, we let aj0+1=+ if j0=k and let
bi0&1=& if i0=1.
Theorem 2. Assume the following spectrum gap condition: there is a
positive integer dr such that
&ai0 d<&bi0&1 , b j0 d<a j0+1 .
Then, there exists a center manifold Mc(Y ) of Y with TY Mc(Y )=Vc(Y ). K
4. MODIFIED VECTOR FIELD
The proof of our theorem follows the framework of our previous work
[6]. It involves the same crucial steps such as the constructions of an
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approximate center-unstable manifold and a fiber bundle structure of a
neighborhood, modification of the vector field, estimates dealing with large
perturbations, and the application of graph transformation.
Traditionally, analysis carried on a manifold and its fiber bundles makes
use of local coordinates of the manifold and local trivialization of the fiber
bundles, which generates certain complexities into the analysis. We avoid
some of these complexities by taking advantage of the fact that the
manifold and its fiber bundles which we work with are submanifolds of the
phase space Rn. Therefore, instead of using local coordinates, we shall only
use the global coordinate inherited from Rn.
4.1. An approximate center-unstable manifold. The first step of the con-
struction is to construct an approximate center-unstable manifold. Such an
approximate center-unstable manifold should be tangent to Vcu( y) at all
the points y # Y.
Lemma 2. There exists a smooth manifold M cu(Y) such that Y/M cu(Y)
and TYM cu(Y)=Vcu(Y).
Proof. The lemma follows immediately from (H2) and Proposition 1.
K
4.2. A bundle structure in a neighborhood of Y. The next step is to con-
struct a bundle structure over M cu(Y) in a neighborhood of Y. At the end,
a center-unstable manifold will be obtained as the graph of a function over
M cu(Y) with values on fibers of the constructed bundle.
With the Nash’s Embedding Theorem [22], we assume without loss
of generality that Vcu( y)=Vs( y) for y # Y (see [6]). By the tubular
neighborhood theorem, there exists a neighborhood N0 of M cu(Y ) such
that for any z # N, one finds a unique pz # M cu(Y ) such that d(z, M cu(Y ))=
d(z, pz). Define ?cu : N0  M cu(Y ) by ?cu(z)= pz , ?s : N0  N0 by ?s(z)=
z&?cu(z) :=q; and fix a projection Q : M cu(Y )  Y by Q( p)= yp , where
yp # Y is a point with d( p, Y )=d( p, yp). Note that Q is not necessarily
continuous. By Whitney’s Embedding Theorem [34], we also assume
without loss of generality that the bundle and the maps (except Q) defined
above are C r by jiggling the bundle slightly if necessary (see also [10]).
Denote the differentials of ?cu and ?s at z by D?cu(z) and D?s(z). We then
have D?cu( y)=Pcu( y), D?s( y)=Ps( y).
Let =0>0 be small. Since Y is admissible, we further assume without loss
of generality that the above neighborhood N0 also satisfies the properties
of Definition 2 with respect to =0 . For 0=<C1=0 and C0>0 where C1 is
as in Definition 2 and C0 will be specified in Lemma 8, denote
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U= [z # M cu(Y ) & N0 : d(z, N0)=],
U=(z0)=[z # N0 : d(z, M cu(Y ))=d(z0 , M cu(Y ))], z0 # N0 ,
S(z0)=[z # N0 : d(z, M cu(Y ))=d(z, z0)], z0 # M cu(Y ),
S=(z0)=[z # S(z0) : d(z, z0)<C0=20], z0 # M cu(Y ),
N= z0 # U= S=0(z0), *N==z0 # U= S=0(z0).
We note that *N= is the portion of N= over U= , dim *N= n&1, and
dim S(z0)=dim Vs( y) for any z0 # U0 .
4.3. Overflowing and modification of vector field. To define a graph
transform induced by the time T-map .T of the flow, the vector field f has
to be modified to satisfy the so called overflowing property (see [6, 10, 29],
etc.).
Definition 4. Let N/Rn be a submanifold of dimension n with
smooth boundary N and let A/N be a subset of N. A vector field f is
said to satisfy the overflowing property with respect to (N, A) if at each
point z # A, f is either tangent to or points outward to N.
Basic ideas of the modification are the following. In a neighborhood of
*N0 , we first add a vector field along the normal direction to *N0 to
meet the overflowing property. As remarked before, this will generally
introduce a large C1 difference between the new vector field and the
original one. We then add a strong contraction component along the stable
directions to balance any possible contractions along the center-unstable
directions caused by the first modification.
Let / : R  R be a C cut-off function satisfying
/(x)={
0,
exp { 3=0 x3x&C1=0= ,
x
1
2
C1 =0
x
1
3
C1=0
where C1 is as in Definition 2. In particular,
=0 |/$(x)|C &11 /(x)+=
2
0 . (4)
Let v(z) be the inward unit normal vector to Tz *N=(z) for z # *N= and
define ’(z)=d(?cuz, U0) for z # N0 . We modify the original vector field (1)
to the following:
z$= f (z)= f (z)&C2=0/(’(z)) v(z)&d0/(’(z))(z&?cu(z)) (5)
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where d0>0 is chosen to be of order O(=&1) such that d0C0 =0 is bounded,
and C2 is as in Definition 2.
It turns out that the new vector field (5) satisfies the overflowing
property with respect to (N0 , *N0). Indeed, for z # *N0 , /(’(z))=1, and
hence,
( f (z), v(z)) =( f (z), v(z)) &C2=0<0.
4.4. Estimates. Analysis on the modified vector field depends crucially
on properties of ’ and v. We first derive formulas for {’ and Jv in the next
two lemmas. Since ’ and v are quantities on the neighborhood of Y, the
corresponding results are independent of f and are purely geometrical.
Lemma 3. For z # N0 lying in a tubular neighborhood of *N0 , we let
z0 # *N0 be the unique point such that |z&z0 |=d(z, *N0). Then,
{’(z)=v(z)=
z&z0
|z&z0 |
.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that, near z0 , *N0 is the
graph of a function , : Rn&1  R so that N0 /[,0]. Write z=(x, y)
with x # Rn&1 and y # R. Let u be such that z0=(u, ,(u)).
Denote g(w)=(w&x)2+(,(w)& y)2. Then
{g(w)|w=u=2(u&x)+2(,(u)& y) {,(u)=0,
and hence,
{,(u)=&
u&x
,(u)& y
.
Since ’(z)=- (u&x)2+(,(u)& y)2, it follows that
{’(z)=\
(u&x)(ux&I )+(,(u)& y) ,uux
- (u&x)2+(,(u)& y)2
(u&x) uy+(,(u)& y)(,uuy&I )
- (u&x)2+(,(u)& y)2 +=\
x&u
- (u&x)2+(,(u)& y)2
y&,(u)
- (u&x)2+(,(u)& y)2+ .
Lemma 4. For any z # *N= , let , : Tz *N=  R be the function whose
graph agrees with *N= near z, then Jv(z) is orthogonally similar to
&\Hess(,)0
0
0+ .
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Proof. By identifying Tz *N= with Rn&1 and z with the origin respec-
tively, we can locally view *N= as the graph of a function ,: Rn&1  R
with {,(0)=0.
Consider points (x, y) # Rn&1_R lying in a neighborhood of 0. We first
compute v(x, y). Let u: Rn  Rn&1 be a function such that
d((x, y), (u(x, y), ,(u(x, y))))=d((x, y), graph(,)).
Then (x, y) is a normal vector of *N= through the point (u, ,(u)),
u=u(x, y). It follows that there exists a * such that
x=u(x, y)&*({,)(u(x, y)), y=,(u(x))+*. (6)
Therefore,
v(x, y, z)=
1
- |{,|2+1 \
&({,)(u(x))
1 + ,
and
x=u(x, y)&( y&,(u(x, y)))({,)(u(x, y)).
Differentiating the above with respect to (x, y) yields
Dx=Du&({,)(u)({( y&,(u)))&( y&,(u)) D(({,)(u))
=Du&({,)(u)(en&{(,(u)))&( y&,(u)) Hess(,) Du
=Du&({,)(u)(en&({,)(u) Du)&( y&,(u)) Hess(,) Du,
where en=(0, } } } , 0, 1). It follows that
Du=(I+({,)({,)&( y&,) Hess(,))&1(I, {,).
Therefore,
Jv(x, y)=\&({,)(u(x))1 + \{ \
1
- |{,| 2+1++

+
1
- |{,|2+1
J \ &({,)(u(x))1 +
= &
1
2( |{,|2+1)32 \
&({,)(u(x))
1 + ({ |({,)(u)|2)
&
1
- |{,|2+1 \
Hess(,) Du
0 +
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= &
1
(|{,|2+1)32 \
&({,)(u(x))
1 + ({,)(u) Hess(,) Du
&
1
- |{,|2+1 \
Hess(,) Du
0 +
= &
1
(|{,|2+1)32 \
&({,)({,)+|{,| 2+1
({,) + Hess(,) Du.
Using the expression of Du and the facts that ,(0)=0, {,(0)=0, we have
Jv(0)=&\ I0+ Hess(,)(I 0)=&\
Hess(,)
0
0
0+ . K
The following Gronwall’s inequality and projection identities will be fre-
quently used.
Lemma 5. If ;(t)0, and, :(t) and ,(t) are continuous functions on
[a, b] such that
,(t):(t)+|
t
a
;(s) ,(s) ds, atb,
then
,(t):(t)+|
t
a
;(s) :(s) e
t
s ;(+) d+ds, atb.
If, in addition, :$(t)0, then
,(t):(t) e
t
a ;(s) ds, atb.
Proof. See [14]. K
Lemma 6. Let Pi ( y) : TyRn  Vi ( y), i=s, c, u be the projections. Then
(Pi ( y } t))$=A( y } t) Pi ( y } t)&Pi ( y } t) A( y } t).
Proof. Let i=s, c, u. We clearly have
(Pi ( y } t) 8( y, t))$=(Pi ( y } t))$ 8( y, t)+Pi ( y } t) A( y } t) 8( y, t),
(8( y, t) Pi ( y))$=A( y } t) 8( y, t) Pi ( y)=A( y } t) Pi ( y } t) 8( y, t).
Using the invariance of Vi (Y ), we also have Pi( y } t) 8( y, t)=8( y, t) Pi ( y),
from which the lemma follows. K
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The C0 closeness between the modified and the original flows can be
easily obtained as follows.
Lemma 7. Let z1(t) and z2(t) be trajectories of (1) and (5), with the
initial conditions z 1 , z 2 # N0 , respectively. If z2(t) # N0 and *z2(t)+
(1&*) z1(t) # N0 for |t|T and * # [0, 1], then
|z2(t)&z1(t)|(|z 2&z 1 |+C2 =0 |t|+d0C0=20 |t| ) e
|Df | |t|,
where |Df |=|Df |N0 .
Proof. We only prove the case t0. Since
(z2(t)&z1(t))$=f (z2(t))& f (z1(t))
=f (z2(t))& f (z1(t))&C2=0/(’(z2(t))) v(z2(t))
&d0/(’(z2(t)))(z2(t)&?cu z2(t)),
we have
|z2(t)&z1(t)|&|z 2&z 1 | |Df | |
t
0
|z1(s)&z2(s)| ds+(C2=0+d0 C0=20) t.
By Lemma 5, then
|z1(t)&z2(t)|(|z 2&z 1 |+(C2=0+d0C0=20) t) e
|Df | t
for all tT. K
The next lemma asserts that any trajectory of the modified flow cannot
exit the ‘‘top’’ and the ‘‘bottom’’ parts of N0 in forward time. This is a
necessary condition to define a graph transform in N0 .
Lemma 8. For given T>0, there exists C(T )>0 such that if z(t)=
( p(t), q(t)) is the solution of (5) with z(0)=( p0 , q0) # N0 , then, for
0tT,
|q(t)|Ke:t |q0 |+C(T) =20 .
In particular, for a fixed T>&1: ln K, if C0 is sufficiently large, then
|q0 |C0 =20 implies that |q(T )|C0=
2
0 .
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Proof. Let y=Q( p0) # Y. Lemma 7 implies that |z(t)& y } t|C(T ) =0
for some C(T ) independent of C0 since d0C0=0 is bounded. Note that
(z(t)& y } t)$=A( y } t)(z(t)& y } t)+F(z(t), y } t)
&C2=0 /(’(z)) v(z(t))&d0 /(’(z))(z&?cuz), (7)
where F(z, y)= f (z)& f ( y)&A( y)(z& y). It follows that
(Ps( y } t)(z(t)& y } t))$
=(A( y } t)&d0/(’(z(t)))) Ps( y } t)(z(t)& y } t)+C(T) =20 ,
and therefore.
|Ps( y } t)(z(t)& y } t)|e&d0 
t
0 /(’(z(s))) ds |8( y, t) Ps( y)(z(0)& y)|
+|
t
0
e&d0 ts /(’(z({))) d{8( y, t) Ps( y)
_8&1( y, s) C(T ) =20 ds
Ke:t |Ps( y)(z(0)& y)|+C(T ) =20 .
Thus,
|q(t)|=|?sz(t)|=|?sz(t)&?sy } t|
=|D?s( y } t)(z(t)& y } t)|+C(T ) |z(t)& y } t| 2
=|Ps( y } t)(z(t)& y } t)|+C(T) |z(t)& y } t|2
Ke:t |q0 |+C(T) =20 .
The lemma clearly follows. K
Next, we consider the C1 estimates between the two flows.
Let ( pi , qi) # N0 and zi (t) be solutions of the modified flow (5) with
zi (0)=( pi , qi), for i=1, 2, and | p2& p1 |C=0 . Let y=Q( p1) # Y. By
Lemma 7, |zi (t)& y } t|C(T) =0 for t # [0, T]. Also, as in (7),
(zi (t)& y } t)$=f (zi (t))& f ( y } t)=A( y } t)(zi (t)& y } t)+F(zi (t), y } t)
&C1=0 /(’(zi)) v(zi (t))&d0/(’(z i))(zi (t)&?cuzi (t)).
Set w(t)=z2(t)&z1(t). Then
w$=A( y } t) w+B( y } t) w+O(=0w), (8)
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where
B( y } t) w=&C2=0 /$(’(z ))({’(z ), w) v(z )&C2=0 /(’(z ))) Jv(z ) w
&d0/$(’(z ))({’(z ), w)(z &?cu(z ))&d0/(’(z )))(I&Pcu(z )) w
(9)
with z (t)=*(t) z2(t)+(1&*(t)) z1(t) for some *(t) # [0, 1].
The following result gives an estimate on the decay rate of |q2(t)&q1(t)|.
Lemma 9. Given T>0, C>0 and =0 small. For i=1, 2, let zi (t) be solu-
tions of (5) with zi (0)=( pi , qi), where ( pi , qi) # N0 and | p2& p1 |<C=0 ,
then there exist C(T )>0, K>0 such that, as long as zi (t) # N0 for tT,
|q2(T )&q1(T)|(e&d0 
T
0 / dt+C(T ) =0&8s( y, T )&+C(T ) =0) |q2&q1 |
+C(T ) =0 | p2& p1 |,
where y=Q( p1). In particular, if y=Q?cuz, then
&Dz(?s ,T)| TS=0( p) &Ke
&d0 
T
0 / dt+C(T ) =0&8s ( y, T )&+C(T) =0
and
&Dz(?s ,T)| TU0 &C(T) =0 .
Proof. For simplicity, all constants below depending only on T will be
denoted by C(T ).
Let y, w(t) and B( y } t) w(t) be as above. By Lemma 7,
|q2 (t)&q1 (t)|=|?sz2 (t)&?sz1 (t)|=|D?s (z~ (t))(z2 (t)&z1 (t))|,
where |z~ (t)& y } t|C(T ) =0 . It follows that
|q2 (t)&q1 (t)||Ps ( y } t) w(t)|+C(T ) =0 |w(t)|.
Using the identity in Lemma 6 and the equation (8), we have
(Ps ( y } t) w)$=A( y } t) Ps( y } t) w+Ps ( y } t) B( y } t) w+O(=0Ps ( y } t) w)
=(A( y } t)&d0/(’)) Ps( y } t) w
&C2=0/$(’)({’, w) Ps( y } t) v(z~ (t))&C2=0/(’) Ps ( y } t) Jvw
&d0/$(’)({’, w) Ps ( y } t) z~ (t)+O(=0w). (10)
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Applying the variation of constant formula to (10) yields
Ps ( y } t) w(t)=e&d0 
t
0 /(’) ds8( y, t) Ps ( y) w(0)
&C2=0 |
t
0
e&d0 
t
s /(’) d{8( y, t) 8&1 ( y, s) /$(’)({’, w)Ps ( y } s) v(z~ (s)) ds
&C2=0 |
t
0
e&d0 
t
s /(’) d{8( y, t) 8&1 ( y, s) /(’) Ps ( y } s) Jv(z~ (s)) w(s) ds
&d0 |
t
0
e&d0 
t
s /(’) d{8( y, t) 8&1 ( y, s) /$(’)({’, w)Ps ( y } s) z~ (s) ds
+|
t
0
e&d0 
t
s /(’) d{8( y, t) 8&1 ( y, s) O(=0w(s)) ds.
Thus,
|ed0 
t
0 /(’) ds8&1 ( y, t) Ps ( y } t) w(t)||Ps ( y) w(0)|
+C2=20 |
t
0
ed0 
s
0 /(’), d{ |8&1 ( y, s)| |/$(’)| |({’, w) | ds
+C2=20 |
t
0
ed0 
s
0 /(’), d{ |8&1 ( y, s)| /(’) |Ps ( y } s) w(s)| ds
+d0C0 =20 |
t
0
ed0 
s
0 /(’), d{ |8&1 ( y, s)| |/$(’)| |({’, w) | ds
+C(T ) =0 |
t
0
|Pcu ( y } s) w(s)| ds.
It follows from Lemma 5 that
|ed0 
t
0 /(’) ds8&1 ( y, t) Ps ( y } t) w(t)|
\ |Ps ( y) w(0)|+C(T ) =0 |
t
0
|Pcu ( y } s) w(s)| ds+ eC(T) =0. (11)
Using
(Pcu ( y } t) w)$=A( y } t) Pcu ( y } t) w+Pcu ( y } t) B( y } t) w+O(=0 Pcu ( y } t) w)
(12)
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and a similar argument as above, we see that
|Pcu ( y } t) w(t)|C(T ) |w(0)| (13)
for all t # [0, T].
Combining the estimates (11) and (13), and applying Lemma 5, we have
|q2 (T)&q1 (T )|(e&d0 
T
0 /(’(z~ (t)) dt+C(T ) =0 &8s ( y, T )&+C(T ) =0) |q2&q1 |
+C(T ) =0 | p2& p1 |.
This completes the lemma. K
Finally, we give an estimate on the decay rate of | p2 (t)& p1 (t)|.
Lemma 10. Given T>0, C>0 and =0 small. For i=1, 2, let zi (t) be solu-
tions of (5) with zi (0)=( pi , qi), where ( pi , qi) # N0 and | p2& p1 | is small,
then there exist C(T )>0, K>0 such that, as long as zi (t) # N0 for tT,
| p2 (T)& p1(T)|K&1(e&C(T) 
T
0 /(’) ds&C(T) =0 &8s ( y, t)&;&C(T) =0) | p2& p1 |
&C(T) =0 |q2&q1 |,
where y=Q( p1). In particular, if y=Q( p), then
|Dp (?cu ,T)|K&1e&C(T ) 
T
0 /(’) ds&C(T ) =0 &8s ( y, t)&;&C(T) =0 .
Proof. Let y, w(t) and B( y } t) be as in Lemma 9. Similar to the proof
of Lemma 9, we have
| p2 (t)& p1 (t)|=|?cuz2 (t)&?cuz1 (t)|=|D?cu (z~ (t))(z2 (t)&z1 (t))|
|Pcu ( y } t) w(t)|&C(T ) =0 |w(t)|, (14)
where z~ (t) is such that |z~ (t)& y } t|C(T) =0 .
By Lemma 6 and (8), we have
(Pcu ( y } (T&t)) w(T&t))$= &A( y } (T&t)) Pcu ( y } (T&t)) w(T&t)
+Pcu ( y } (T&t)) B( y } (T&t)) w(T&t)
+O(=0Pcu ( y } (T&t)) w(T&t)).
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Since 8( y, T&t) 8&1 ( y, T ) is the principal matrix solution of
x$=&A( y } (T&t)) x,
the variation of constant formula yields
Pcu ( y } (T&t)) w(T&t)=8( y, T&t) 8&1 ( y, T) Pcu ( y } T) w(T )
+|
t
0
8( y, T&t) 8&1 ( y, T&s) Pcu ( y } (T&s)) B( y } (T&s)) w(T&s) ds
+|
t
0
8( y, T&t) 8&1 ( y, T&s) O(=0 w(T&s)) ds,
or equivalently,
8( y, T ) 8&1 ( y, T&t) Pcu ( y } (T&t)) w(T&t)=Pcu ( y } T ) w(T)
+|
t
0
8( y, T) 8&1 ( y, T&s) Pcu ( y } (T&s)) B( y } (T&s)) w(T&s) ds
+|
t
0
8( y, T) 8&1 ( y, T&s) O(=0 w(T&s)) ds.
It then follows from (9) that
|8( y, T)8&1( y, T&t) Pcu ( y } (T&t)) w(T&t)||Pcu( y } T) w(T)|
+C(T) =0 |
t
0
|/$(’)| |8( y, T) 8&1( y, T&s) Pcu ( y } (T&s)) w(T&s)| ds
+C(T) |
t
0
/(’) |8( y, T) 8&1( y, T&s) Pcu( y } (T&s)) w(T&s)| ds
+C(T) =0 |
t
0
|/$(’)| |8( y, T) 8&1( y, T&s) Pcu ( y } (T&s)) w(T&s)| ds
+C(T) =0 |
t
0
|Ps ( y } (T&s)) w(T&s)| ds.
By Lemma 5, Lemma 9 and the estimate (4), we have
|8( y, T ) Pcu( y) w(0)|
eC(T) 
T
0 /(’) ds+C(T) =0 ( |Pcu ( y } T ) w(T )|+C(T ) =0 |w(0)| ),
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or equivalently,
| p2 (T)& p1 (T )|e&C(T ) 
T
0 /(’) ds&C(T ) =0|8( y, T) Pcu( y) w(0)|
&C(T ) =0 |Pcu ( y) w(0)|&C(T ) =0 |Ps ( y) w(0)|
(e&C(T ) 
T
0 /(’) ds&C(T ) =0m(8cu( y, T ))&C(T ) =0) | p2& p1 |
&C(T ) =0 |q2&q1 |.
By (H3), then
| p2 (T)& p1 (T)|K&1 (e&C(T) 
T
0 /(’) ds&C(T) =0&8s ( y, t)&;&C(T) =0) | p2& p1 |
&C(T) =0 |q2&q1 |.
This completes the lemma. K
5. PROOF OF MAIN RESULTS
With the estimates in Lemma 9 and Lemma 10, the proof of Theorem 1
is exactly the same as that for the smooth invariant manifolds in [6]. For
the reader’s convenience, we outline the main steps below.
5.1. Center-unstable manifold. We first choose a function space on
which the graph transform will be performed. Define
1:=[h : U0  N0 ; h(p) # S=0(p), \p # U0 , |h| C0<],
that is, 1 is the set of sections of the fiber bundle N0 with base space U0 .
For 0>\1, let
1\ :=[h : U0  N0 ; h( p) # S=0( p), \p # U0 , Lip(h)\], (15)
where
Lip(h)= sup
p # U0
Lipp (h), Lipp (h)=lim supp$  p
|h(p$)&h(p)|
|p$&p|
, p$ # U0 .
It follows from [6] that 1\ is closed. Thereafter, the graph
[( p, h( p)) : p # U0] of h # 1\ will be denoted as graph(h).
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For a fixed T>0, let .T be the time T map of the modified flow (5). We
define the graph transform as follows:
.* : 1\  1\ : .*h=H,
where graph(H)=.T (graph(h)), provided that .T (graph(h)) is a graph.
Note that H=?s } .T } (id, h) } _&1h where _h( p)=?cu } .
T } (id, h)( p), for
p # U0 .
The existence of a center-unstable manifold of (5) is due to the following
result.
Proposition 2. There exist T>0, =0(T )>0 and 0<\1, such that the
following holds.
(i) .* : 1\  1\ is well-defined;
(ii) .* is a contraction mapping with respect to the C0-norm;
(iii) Let h # 1\ be the fixed point of .*. Then Mcu(Y ) :=graph(h) is
an invariant Lipschitz manifold of (5).
Proof. Let h # 1\ . Fix a ( p0 , q0) # ,T (graph(h)) & N0 and define
( p*, q*)=.&T ( p, q) for ( p, q) # .T (graph(h)) & N0 . Then there exists a
$>0 such that |( p, q)&( p0 , q0)|$ implies that |( p*, q*)&( p0*, q0*)|=0 .
Let ( p, q) # ,T (graph(h)) & N0 be such that |( p, q)&( p0 , q0)|$ and
denote ( p1 , q1)=( p0* , q0*), ( p2 , q2)=( p*, q*). By the overflowing property
of the modified flow, we have that .t( p i , qi) # N0 , i=1, 2, for all 0tT.
By Lemmas 9, 10,
|q&q0 |
| p& p0 |
=
|q2(T )&q1(T )|
| p2(T )& p1(T )|

(Ke&d0 
T
0 /&8s( y, T)&+C(T ) =0)|q2&q1 |
+C(T ) =0 | p2& p1 |
(e&C(T ) 
T
0 /&8s( y, T )&;
&C(T ) =0)| p2& p1 |&C(T ) =0 |q2&q1 |
(Ke(&d0+C(T )) 
T
0 / &8s( y, T )&1&;+C(T) =0) \.
Using (H3), we can choose T sufficiently large then =0 sufficiently small so
that the right hand side of the above is less or equal to \. This proves (i).
To prove (ii), we take h1 , h2 # 1\ and denote Hi=,*(hi), for i=1, 2.
For any p # U=0 , let p1 , p2 # U=0 be such that ?cu } .
T ( p i , hi ( p i))= p,
i=1, 2. It follows from Lemma 9 and Lemma 10 that
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|H2( p)&H1( p)|=|?s.T ( p2 , h2( p2))&?s.T ( p1 , h1( p1))|
|?s.T ( p1 , h1( p1))&?s.T ( p1 , h2( p1))|
+|?s.T ( p1 , h2( p1))&?s.T ( p2 , h2( p2))|
(e&d0 
T
0 /&8s( y, T)&+C(T ) =0) |h2( p1)&h1( p1)|+C(T ) =0 | p2& p1 |
(e&d0 
T
0 /&8s( y, T)&+C(T ) =0) \1+ C(T) =0eC(T) T0 /&8s( y, T)&;&C(T) =0+
} |h2&h1 |.
Again, by choosing T sufficiently large then =0 sufficiently small in the
above, we can make the above coefficient of |h2&h1 | smaller than 1. This
proves (ii).
(iii) follows from the fact that .T is the time-T map of (5). K
The Cd smoothness of Mcu(Y ) follows from Lemmas 9, 10 and the C r
section theorem in [16, 29]. See [6] for details.
5.2. Proof of Theorem 1. Let Mcu(Y ) be the center-unstable manifold
obtained in Proposition 2. Since f agrees with f in a small neighborhood of
Y, Mcu(Y ) is also a locally invariant C d manifold of (1) and TyMcu(Y )=
Vcu( y) for all y # Y. By reversing time, we similarly obtain a locally invariant
Cd center-stable manifold Mcs(Y ) of (1) in a neighborhood of Y with Ty
Mcs(Y )=Vcs( y) for all y # Y. The intersection Mc(Y )=Mcu(Y ) & Mcs(Y )
then gives a desired locally invariant Cd center manifold of (1) with Ty
Mc(Y )=Vc( y) for all y # Y. Since Mcu(Y ) carries all negatively bounded
solutions of (1) contained in a small neighborhood of Y and Mcs(Y ) carries
all positively bounded solutions of (1) contained in a small neighborhood
of Y, Mc(Y ) carries all bounded solutions of (1) which lie in a small
neighborhood of Y.
The Cd persistent of Mc(Y ) follows from arguments of [10] and [16].
The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete.
5.3. Proof of Theorem 2. Without loss of generality, we assume that
aj0+1 and bi0&1 are finite.
Consider (3) and denote Vs( y)=V1, i0&1( y), Vu( y)=Vj0+1, k( y) ( y # Y ).
Let Pi ( y) : TyRn  Vi ( y), y # Y, i=s, c, u, be the associated projections.
Then
TyRn=Vs( y)Vc( y)Vu( y), y # Y
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defines a continuous invariant splitting of (3). It also follows from the
SackerSell spectral theory [26] that there is a K>0 such that
|8( y, t) Ps( y) 8&1( y, s)|Ke (bi 0&1+*2)(t&s), ts;
|8( y, t) Pc( y) 8&1( y, s)|Ke(bj 0+*2)(t&s), ts;
|8( y, t) Pc( y) 8&1( y, s)|Ke(ai 0&*2)(t&s), ts;
|8( y, t) Pu( y) 8&1( y, s)|Ke(aj 0+1&*2)(t&s), ts.
Let :=max[bi0&1+*, *&aj0+1] and choose ; to be such that
ai0&*
bi0&1+*
;<min{
bj0
aj0+1
,
a i0
bi0&1= .
Then (H3) is satisfied with the constants : and ;.
6. APPLICATIONS
Our results are not just abstract extensions to the classical center
manifolds theorem and other existing results in the area. They are strongly
motivated by problems of higher dimensional and global bifurcations,
and perturbations (especially singular perturbations). Below, we give three
examples arising in problems of homoclinic bifurcations, singular perturba-
tions, and bifurcations from tori.
Example 6.1. Consider a sufficiently smooth vector field
x$= f (x), x # Rn, (16)
which admits a homoclinic orbit 1 to a hyperbolic equilibrium P. Thus the
set Y=1 _ [P] is a non-smooth invariant set of system (16). We now dis-
cuss the existence of a center manifold of Y and also give a simple and
complete description of the dimension and the geometry of a smallest such
center manifold, using the SackerSell spectral theory.
Consider the linearization of (16) along Y=1 _ [P]:
x$=J f ( y } t) x, y # Y. (17)
Let Ec be the SackerSell spectrum interval containing 0 and let Es and Eu
be the collections of the SackerSell spectrum intervals to the left and right
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of Ec respectively. Let Vc(Y ), Vs(Y ) and Vu(Y ) be the SackerSell spec-
trum subbundles associated to Ec , Es and Eu respectively. Denote
m=dimVc , :=max Es , ;&=min Ec , ;+=max Ec , #=min Eu , d=
max[[;& :], [#;+ ]], here [ } ] means integral parts.
Corollary 1. The invariant set Y admits a m-dimensional Cd center
manifold M with TYM=Vc(Y ), where the dimension m=dimVc equals to
the number of eigenvalues of J f (P) whose real parts lie in Ec .
Proof. We first note that, as a homoclinic loop, Y is admissible. Sup-
pose the homoclinic orbit 1 approaches P along the eigendirections of
eigenvalues *& and *+ in the forward and backward time respectively.
Then, the entire interval [Re(*&), Re(*+)] belongs to the SackerSell
spectrum. Hence, [Re(*&), Re(*+)]/Ec . It follows that Vc(Y ) is a GTB
of Y and Ec=7c in Theorem 2. The existence of a center manifold M with
TY M=Vc(Y ) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2. Since
TPM=Vc(P) at the equilibrium P, it follows that the dimension
m=dimVc equals the number of eigenvalues of P whose real parts lying
in Ec . K
Remark 4. (a) From the Corollary, the smallest dimension and the
geometry of a center manifold of a homoclinic orbit are completely deter-
mined by the SackerSell spectrum and the spectral bundles. For the exist-
ence of a two dimensional center manifold of a homoclinic orbit 1 to an
equilibrium P with two distinct negative eigenvalues and one positive
eigenvalue of a vector field in R3, the spectrum condition assumed in the
corollary can be replaced by the following geometric condition (see [6]):
The homoclinic orbit approaches the equilibrium along the weaker stable
direction and the closure of the stable manifold Ws(P) of P in a
neighborhood of Y is a manifold, that is, a topological cylinder or Mobius
band (no matter how many twists occur when Ws(P) evolves along 1 ).
Typical models for three dimensional center manifolds would be those con-
taining a Shilnikov orbit.
(b) For heteroclinic cycles, a similar dynamical condition as in the
corollary is however not sufficient to guarantees the existence of a center
manifold with the same dimension as the asymptotic subspaces (similarly
defined as Vc above) associated to the hyperbolic equilibria (see [6]).
Example 6.2. In singular perturbation problems, turning points play
the dominate role in understanding the dynamics in the vicinity of slow
manifolds. Presence of turning points destroys the normal hyperbolicity of
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the slow manifold at the relevant places. However, due to the special struc-
ture of singular perturbation problems, our center manifolds theorem
remedies the geometric difficulty, and as an advantage, all hypotheses
(H1)(H3) can be trivially verified.
Consider a singularly perturbed system in the slow time scale {
=x* ({)=f (x, y; =),
(18)
y* ({)=g(x, y; =),
where (x, y) # Rm_Rn, f and g are C r in their arguments. Let M0=
[(x, y) : x=H( y), y # D] be a smooth, compact portion of the slow
manifold [(x, y) : f (x, y; 0)=0], which we assume to be the graph of a
smooth function H: D/Rn  Rm. In the fast time scale t={=, the system
(18) becomes
x$(t)=f (x, y; =),
y$(t)==g(x, y; =). (19)
Then the manifold M0 consists of equilibria of (19) at ==0, and the
linearization of (19) along M0 is
\fx(H( y), y; 0)0
fy(H( y), y; 0)
0 + , y # D.
If Re *( y)=% 0 for all eigenvalues *( y) of fx(H( y), y; 0), then M0 is
normally hyperbolic and hence is persistent for ==% 0. If Re*( y)=0 for
some y # D, then M0 is no longer normally hyperbolic and such y are called
turning points.
Assume that there exist :1>0>:2 , and integers p, q, r with p+q+r
=m such that the eigenvalues *i ( y), i=1, 2, ..., m, of fx(H( y), y; 0) satisfy
Re *i ( y):1<Re *j ( y)<:2Re *k( y)
for all y # D, i=1, .., p, j= p+1, ..., p+q and k= p+q+1, ..., m. In par-
ticular, we have allowed the real parts of q eigenvalues above to undergo
sign changes.
Corollary 2. Under the above assumption, if ==% 0 is sufficiently small,
then (18) or (19) admits a q dimensional, C r normally hyperbolic invariant
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manifold M= , varying C r in =. Moreover, lim=  0 M==M0 exists in C r sense,
and T(H( y), y) M0 coincides with the generalized eigenspace associated to the
eigenvalues *j ( y) for all y # D and j= p+1, ..., p+q.
Proof. Consider the extended system
x$(t)=f (x, y; =),
y$(t)==g(x, y; =),
=$=0. (20)
Then Y=M0_[0] is a compact invariant set of (20) consisting of equi-
libria. Moreover, the linearization of (20) along Y has the coefficient matrix
fx(H( y), y; 0) fy(H( y), y; 0) 0
\ 0 0 0+ , y # D.
0 0 0
It is then easy to see that the hypotheses (H1)(H3) hold with
Vi (Y)=[Vi ( y)_[0]: y # Y], i=s, c, u, where Vs( y), Vc( y), Vu( y) are
generalized eigenspaces associated to the eigenvalues *i ( y), i=1, 2, ..., m,
*j ( y), j= p+1, ..., p+q, and *k( y), k= p+q+1, ..., m respectively. K
Using Corollary 2, one can reduce (18) near the manifolds M= as follows,
via a special coordinates change mimicking the one in [11].
Corollary 3. There exists a local coordinates system (u, v, w, y) #
Rp_Rr_Rq_Rn in a neighborhood of M0 such that the system (18) is
reduced to
=u* =U(u, v, w, y; =) u,
=v* =V(u, v, w, y; =) v,
=w* =W(u, v, w, y; =),
y* = g(u, v, w, y; =),
where U(0, 0, 0, y; 0), V(0, 0, 0, y; 0) and Ww(0, 0, 0, y; 0) admit eigenvalues
*i ( y), *k( y) and * j (k) for i=1, ..., p, j= p+1, ..., p+q and k= p+q+
1, ..., p+q+r, respectively. K
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We remark that both corollaries can be modified slightly to fit in the so-
called singular singularly perturbed systems of the form:
=x$=f (x; =).
Example 6.3. This example concerns the center manifolds of invariant
tori which arises naturally in quasi-periodic bifurcations.
Consider a smooth vector field
x$=A(%, *) x+F(x, %, *),
%$=|+G(x, %, *), (21)
where (x, %) # Rn_Tk, | is a constant vector, * is a parameter. We assume
that at a particular parameter value *0 , A(%, *0)#A0 a constant matrix,
and F(x, %, *0)=O( |x|2), G(x, %, *0)=O( |x|2). It is clear that [0]_Tk is
an invariant torus of (21) for *=*0 .
Let Vs , Vc , Vu be the stable, center and unstable subspaces associated to
eigenvalues of A0 having negative, zero, and positive real parts, respec-
tively. We denote the dimensions of Vs , Vc , Vu by p, q, r ( p+q+r=n)
respectively.
Corollary 4. For * sufficiently close to *0 , the system (21) admits a
smooth varying family of q+k dimensional smooth invariant manifolds M*
in the vicinity of [0]_T k with TM*0=Vc_T
k.
Proof. Consider the extended vector field
x$=A(%, *) x+F(x, %, *),
%$=|+G(x, %, *),
*$=0. (22)
Then Y=[0]_T k_[*0] is an invariant torus of the extended vector field
with linearized invariant subbundles Vi (Y)=Vi _T k_[*0], i=s, c, u. By
the constancy of the linearization along Y, the hypotheses (H1)(H3) are
trivially satisfied. K
If
Au 0 0
A(%, 0)=\ 0 As 0 + ,
0 0 Ac
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where Ai is associated to Vi for i=u, s, c, respectively. Then, by the tri-
viality of the linearized subbundles at *0 , in a vicinity of [0]_T k, one can
use the standard coordinate w # Rr to rewrite the flow on M* as
w$=Ac(%, *) w+Fc(w, %, *),
%$=|+Gc(w, %, *),
where |Ac(%, *)&Ac |=O( |*&*0 | ).
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